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Nowadays, the use of heat pumps (HP) of air split-conditioners in air conditioning and
heating systems of small industrial, public and residential facilities is becoming more com-
mon. It is known that the nominal heat capacity of HP of air split-conditioners is given in
catalogs or reference literature under standard outdoor temperature conditions, namely:
outdoor air temperature +7◦С, indoor air temperature +21◦С. At the same time, man-
ufacturers of air split-conditioners do not ensure that, regardless of the size of heating
capacity, all air split-conditioners have the same internal temperature conditions, namely:
the evaporation temperature of the refrigerant and its condensation temperature. In this
case, the thermodynamic efficiency, which can be best assessed by the exergetic output-
input ratio (OIR) of different heating capacity of HP of air split-conditioners, is different;
this, in our opinion, is incorrect. However, today there is a lack of mathematical models
of bringing the operation of air split-conditioners HP to the similar internal temperature
conditions, which will allow us to obtain the same exergetic OIR for different heating
capacity of HP. To create the mathematical model of bringing the operation of HP of air
split-conditioners to the equal internal temperature conditions, we have proposed them,
namely: the evaporation temperature of the refrigerant +0.7◦C and its condensation tem-
perature +40◦C. Taking these temperatures on the basis of the heat balances of the HP
evaporator and HP condenser of air split-conditioners, we obtained the dependences for
calculating air flow rates on the evaporator and condenser, which respectively maintain
the proposed temperatures.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, the use of heat pumps (HP) of air split-conditioners in air conditioning and space heating
systems of small industrial, public and residential facilities is becoming more common [1–7]. However,
heat pumps of air split-conditioners belong to energy-intensive equipment and, therefore, they need
the increase in their energy efficiency, which can be achieved as perfectly as possible by conducting
their exergetic analysis, i.e. the modern thermodynamic methods [8–18].

Exergetic analysis allows with sufficient scientific accuracy and at the same time more clearly
determine the degree of perfection and sources of losses in the installations and their parts and finally
find ways to improve them [16–18].

Therefore, the authors developed an exergetic method of analyzing the operation of one-stage steam-
compressor freon heat pumps of air split-conditioners (without effective cooling of the compressor),
which is adapted for these split-conditioners and described in detail in [18]. This method uses the
principle scheme of the heat pump of air split-conditioners (Fig. 1a) and, accordingly, the construction
of the processes of its work on the (p, i) diagram (Fig. 1b) as well as refrigerant freon-32 (R32) [19].
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Calculation and quantitative experiments were performed using the computer program developed by
the authors in Excel.
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Fig. 1. Scheme of heat pump of air split-conditioner (a): 1 is compressor; 2 is condenser; 3 is capillary tube
(throttle); 4 is evaporator and construction of the processes of its work on (p, i) diagram (b): 1, 2, 3, 4 are

characteristic points of the thermodynamic cycle of the heat pump.

At the same time, the authors noticed that manufacturers of heat pumps of air split-conditioners
give their heat capacity in catalogs [20] or reference literature under standard external temperature
conditions, which are determined by the ambient temperature (above (outside air)) tC1

= +7◦С and
temperature of internal (recirculation) air tH1

= +21◦С, not taking into account that for different heat
pumps the same standard internal temperature conditions of their operation, which are determined
by the evaporation temperature of the refrigerant tev and its condensation temperature tcond, must be
appropriate. And this, in our opinion, is incorrect and leads to different values of exergetic OIR and
exergy losses in the elements of heat pumps at different heat capacities.

2. Analysis of reference data and problem solving

Successful application of the exergetic method of analysis for different technical systems, in particular
of refrigerating machines of air split-conditioners, have been grounded in the works of R. K. Clausius,
John W. Gibbs, G. Gouy, A. Stodola, J. Shargut, R. Petela and V. M. Brodyansky for their technical
and economic optimization and our works [8–18]. We have adapted this method to the analysis of heat
pumps of air split-conditioners [18] and used in this article.

It is known that the energy efficiency of heat pumps of air split-conditioners is due to the parameters
of both external and internal temperature conditions and the type of refrigerant [19]. Therefore, to
further increase the efficiency of heat pumps work of air split-conditioners, we considered heat pumps
of different heat capacities from firm “Mitsubishi Electric”, operating on R32 refrigerant, and calculated
their manufacturer installed different internal temperature conditions and different exergetic OIR.

To bring the operation of heat pumps of air split-conditioners to the same internal temperature
conditions, we have developed an appropriate mathematical model and proposed the same internal
temperature conditions for pumps of different heat capacities, namely: evaporation temperature of the
refrigerant +0.7◦C and its condensation temperature +40◦C. Taking these temperatures based on the
heat balances of the evaporator and condenser of the heat pump air split-conditioner, we obtained
the dependences for calculating the air flow rate on the evaporator and condenser, which respectively
support the proposed temperatures.

Therefore, based on the analysis of the available literature data, the reduction of energy consump-
tion consumed by heat pumps of air split-conditioners can be achieved on the basis of the mathematical
model developed by us to bring their work to the same internal temperature conditions.
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3. Purpose and tasks of the investigation

The purpose of this work is to bring the operation of heat pumps of air split-conditioners to the same
internal temperature conditions and exergetic OIR by setting the appropriate air flow in the evaporator
and condenser of air split- conditioners, such as “Mitsubishi Electric” with nominal heat capacities 3200,
4000, 5400, 5800, 8100 W under standard external temperature conditions on the R32 refrigerant.

To achieve this purpose, the following basic tasks have been formulated:

• set the proposed same internal temperature operating conditions for heat pumps of air split-
conditioners company “Mitsubishi Electric”, for example, the evaporation temperature of the re-
frigerant tev = +0.7◦C, and the condensation temperature — tcond = +40◦C;

• determine the corresponding to the proposed internal temperature conditions of air flow on the
evaporator and condenser heat pumps of air split-conditioners company “Mitsubishi Electric”, under
which the heat capacities of air conditioners will remain constant only under the same standard
outdoor temperature conditions, and exergetic OIR for air conditioners different heat capacities
will be the same.

4. Methods, materials and results of researches

Investigations of the results bringing the operation of heat pumps of air split-conditioners to the same
internal temperature conditions and exergetic OIR are carried out on one-stage steam-compressor freon
heat pumps of air split-conditioners (without effective cooling of the compressor), which applies to air
split-conditioners, the scheme is shown in Fig. 1a, and described in article [18]. The operation of the
heat pump and the calculation of energy efficiency based on the construction of its thermodynamic
process of operation on (p, i)-diagram (Fig. 1b) are also given in the article [18].

The proposed air flow rate for the evaporator of the air conditioner was determined from the
equation of its heat balance

Lprop
ev =

(Qnom
C −W nom

cond · r × 0.278) × 3.6

(tC1
− tpropev −∆tev) · ρevair · cair

=
(0.01 ·Qnom

C − 7.1 ·W nom
cond ) · (273 + tC1

)

tC1
− tpropev −∆tev

, m3/h, (1)

and, accordingly, the proposed air flow for the condenser of the air conditioner — from the equation of
its heat balance

Lprop
cond

=
Qnom

H × 3.6

(tpropcond − t
1
−∆tcond) · ρ

cond
air · cair

=
0.01 ·Qnom

H · (273 + t
1
)

tpropcond − t
1
−∆tcond

, m3/h, (2)

where Qnom
C is nominal cool capacity of the air split-conditioner, W [20]; Qnom

H is nominal heat capacity
of the air split-conditioner, W [20]; W nom

cond is nominal precipitation of condensate on the evaporator of
the air split-conditioner, l/h; r = 2500 kJ/kg is hidden specific heat of condensation of water vapor;
∆tev is accepted the final temperature difference in the evaporator of the air split-conditioner (air at
the outlet of the evaporator tC2

and boiling refrigerant tev), ◦С; ρevair = 353/(273 + tC1
) is density of

internal air entering the air split-conditioner evaporator, kg/m3; cair = 1.005 kJ/(kg·K) is specific heat
of air; ∆tcond is accepted the final temperature difference in the condenser of the air split-conditioner
(condensing refrigerant, tcond and air at the outlet of the condenser t

2
), ◦С; ρcondair = 353/(273 + t

1
) is

density of the internal air that enters the evaporator of the air conditioner, kg/m3.
Initially, the exergetic analysis of the operation of heat pumps of air split-conditioners of the

company “Mitsubishi Electric” was carried out under standard external temperature conditions, for
which the nominal cooling capacity Qnom

C , W; nominal precipitation of condensate on the evaporator
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W nom
cond , l/h; nominal (installed) air flow in the evaporator Lnom

ev , m3/h; nominal (installed) air flow in
the condenser Lnom

cond, m3/h [20].
After that, on each of the same air split-conditioner successively changed the air flow rate on the

evaporator Lev, m3/h, according to formula (1), and respectively on the condenser Lcond, m3/h —
according to formula (2) so that the internal temperature of the heat pumps air split-conditioners and
their exergetic OIR coincided. So set Lprop

ev and Lprop
cond.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of exergetic efficiency of air
split-conditioners heat pumps of the company
“Mitsubishi Electric” from their nominal cool ca-
pacity at nominal air flow in the evaporate and

condenser (N) and proposed (�).

Other operating conditions of air conditioners are
as follows:
• standard ambient temperature (outside air) tC1

=
+7◦С;

• standard temperature of internal (recirculation) air
according to ambient temperature tH1

= +21◦С;
• final temperature difference in the evaporator

∆tev = 2.8◦С;
• final temperature difference in the condenser

∆tcond = 4.2◦С;
• difference of overheating temperatures in the evap-

orator ∆toverheat = 10◦С;
• difference of overcooling temperatures in the con-

denser ∆tovercool = 5◦С;
• adiabatic (indicator) compressor efficiency ηad =

0.8;
• electromechanical compressor efficiency ηem = 0.9.

The results of the calculations are given in Table 1 (in italics marked technical characteristics of
heat pumps of air conditioners at standard external temperature conditions and nominal air flow
rates on the evaporator and condenser, bold are those technical characteristics at standard external
temperature conditions and for the proposed air flow rates on the evaporator and condenser), where
ηe is exergetic OIR of the air conditioner, and shown graphically in Fig. 2.

Table 1. The results of the calculations exergetic OIR of heat pumps air split-conditioners of the company
“Mitsubishi Electric” at standard external temperature conditions tout = tC1

= +7◦С; tin = tH1
= +21◦С and

nominal air flow rates on the evaporator and condenser and for the proposed.

Lcond, m3/h Lev, m3/h Qnom

heat
, W Nnom

cons , W Qnom

cool
, W tcond,

◦С tev,
◦С ηe

490 1020 3200 780 2500 +44.4 –0.52 0.373

635 1375 —"— —"— —"— +40 +0.70 0.380

585 1380 4000 1030 3500 +45.3 –0.37 0.375

795 1800 —"— —"— —"— +40 +0.70 0.380

630 1870 5400 1580 4200 +50.4 –0.49 0.377

1070 2500 —"— —"— —"— +40 +0.70 0.380

615 2040 5800 1700 5000 +52.9 –0.42 0.378

1150 2690 —"— —"— —"— +40 +0.70 0.380

925 2500 6800 1810 6100 +46.8 –0.41 0.376

1350 3290 —"— —"— —"— +40 +0.70 0.380

960 3000 8100 2230 7100 +50.0 –0.34 0.378

1610 3890 —"— —"— —"— +40 +0.70 0.380

The minimum increase in exergetic OIR due to bringing the operation of heat pumps for air split-
conditioners the company “Mitsubishi Electric” to the same internal temperature conditions with the
highest heat capacity of 8100 W is:

∆ =
0.380 − 0.378

0.378
· 100 = 0.53%, (3)
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and the maximum (with the lowest heat output of 3200 W) is:

∆ =
0.380 − 0.373

0.373
· 100 = 1.9%. (4)

5. Conclusions

As a result of our investigation, it is proposed to recalculate the air flow rate on the evaporator and
condenser of air split-conditioners on the example of air conditioners from the company “Mitsubishi
Electric” to bringing their work to the same internal temperature conditions and exergetic OIR because,
in our opinion, the design of air conditioners should be focused not only on external temperature
conditions but also on internal ones.

Due to this, we have a general tendency to increase the exergetic OIR of air conditioners. However,
to heat the air in the room, the current air conditioners recommend the use of one air conditioner with
high heat capacity, rather than several with low, which have the lower exergetic OIR.

The given mathematical model of bringing the operation of heat pumps of air split-conditioners
from the company “Mitsubishi Electric” to the same internal temperature conditions can be applied
to different types of refrigerants and models of split-conditioners, provided that the thermodynamic
properties of the refrigerant on which the air conditioner works and characteristics of the heat pump
of the split-conditioner are known.
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Математичне моделювання приведення роботи теплових помп
split-кондицiонерiв до однакових внутрiшнiх температурних умов

Лабай В. Й., Ярослав В. Ю., Довбуш О. М., Цiзда А. Є.

Кафедра теплогазопостачання i вентиляцiї,

Iнститут будiвництва та iнженерних систем,

Нацiональний унiверситет “Львiвська полiтехнiка”,

вул. С. Бандери, 12, 79013, Львiв, Україна

Нинi стає все розповсюдженiшим використання теплових помп (ТП) повiтряних split-
кондицiонерiв у системах кондицiювання та опалення примiщень невеликих промис-
лових, громадських та житлових об’єктiв. Вiдомо, що номiнальна теплопродуктив-
нiсть ТП повiтряних split-кондицiонерiв наводиться у каталогах чи довiдковiй лiте-
ратурi за стандартних зовнiшнiх температурних умов, а саме: температурi зовнiшньо-
го повiтря +7◦С, внутрiшнього у примiщеннi — +21◦С. У той самий час виробники
split-кондицiонерiв не дотримуються того, щоб незалежно вiд розмiру теплопродук-
тивностi всi split-кондицiонери мали однаковi внутрiшнi температурнi умови, а саме:
температуру випаровування холодильного агента i його температуру конденсацiї. У
цьому випадку термодинамiчна ефективнiсть, що найдосконалiше оцiнюється за ек-
сергетичним ККД рiзних за теплопродуктивнiстю ТП повiтряних split-кондицiонерiв,
є неоднаковою, що на нашу думку є некоректним. Але на сьогоднiшнiй день бракує
математичної моделi приведення роботи ТП повiтряних split-кондицiонерiв до одна-
кових внутрiшнiх температурних умов, яка дасть можливiсть отримати для рiзних
за теплопродуктивнiстю ТП однаковий ексергетичний ККД. Для створення мате-
матичної моделi приведення роботи ТП повiтряних split-кондицiонерiв до однако-
вих внутрiшнiх температурних умов нами вони запропонованi, а саме: температура
випаровування холодильного агента +0.7◦С i його температура конденсацiї +40◦С.
Приймаючи цi температури на основi теплових балансiв випарника i конденсатора
ТП split-кондицiонера, нами отриманi залежностi для пiдрахунку витрат повiтря на
випарнику i конденсаторi, що вiдповiдно пiдтримують запропонованi температури.

Ключовi слова: теплова помпа split-кондицiонера, ексергетичний баланс, ексерге-

тична ефективнiсть, однаковi внутрiшнi температурнi умови.
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